Rail~Volution Virtual Conference

Reimagining Transit-Oriented Communities

This is a preliminary schedule. There may be changes or additions as we get closer to the conference.

For the latest information, visit railvolution.org/conference

**Tuesday October 19**

- **2:00 pm – 3:00 pm**
  - Opening Plenary
  - TOD Managers Forum
  - New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Trivia Hour

- **4:00 pm – 5:00 pm**
  - TOD Managers Forum
  - New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Trivia Hour

**Wednesday October 20**

- **9:00 am – 10:00 am**
  - New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Coffee Chat

- **10:00 am – 11:00 am**
  - New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – Hybrid Public Spaces
  - Lessons for Funders: Building Power in ETOD Communities
  - Creative Partnerships and Approaches to Implementing TOD
  - Reflections Towards a Path of Equitable Transit
  - Change Management for Cities

All times are Central
Thursday October 21

**9:00 am – 10:00 am**
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Coffee Chat

**10:00 am – 11:00 am**
- Deep Dive Discussion – Five Big Moves: San Diego’s Approach to Regional Planning
- Deep Dive Discussion – Travel Patterns: The Lasting Impacts of COVID
- Global Lessons: Zero Emission Bus Implementations
- Economic Inclusion: Building Wealth and Opportunity in Disinvested Communities
- Re-Imagining Transit Fares

**10:00 am – 11:00 am**
- Curb Management Policy and Technology: What’s the Latest?
- Transit Ballot Measures: Messages That Resonate in Changing Times

**11:30 am – 12:30 pm**
- Negotiating with Freight Railroads: Leading with Service
- Community-Led Neighborhood Infrastructure: Arts in Transit

**11:30 am – 12:30 pm**
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – What Fare is Fair?
- Deep-Dive Discussion: Local Funding
- Propagating People-Powered Progressive Parking Policy
- Community-Driven ETOD
- Mass Transit Without the Masses: Implications for Urban Rail
- South Florida Forecast: A Conversation with MPOs from Palm Beach, Broward and Miami
- Virtual Mobile Workshop Q&A – Resiliency, Innovation and California’s LOSSAN Rail Corridor

**1:30 pm – 2:30 pm**
- Deep-Dive Discussion – TOD: Critical Strategy for Fighting Climate Change
- Faster Capital Project Delivery in Complex Times: A Bus Project’s Story
- The Mechanics of Anti-Displacement Tools
- Transit Board Members: Leading the Charge for Policy Change
- Walking the Talk: Regional Funding for Transportation Equity
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – Vehicle-to-Grid Technology
- Decriminalizing Transit: Re-Imagining Public Safety
- FTA Information Session
- Regional Transit Collaboration: Adventures in Climate Resiliency
- Service Tech After COVID: Connected, Automated and On-Demand
- It’s 5 O’Clock Somewhere: Rolling Happy Hour at 5 pm Local
- It’s 5 O’Clock Somewhere: Rolling Happy Hour at 5 pm Local
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – What If Nobody Goes Downtown?
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – Transportation Careers in Public and Private Organizations
- Virtual Mobile Workshop Q & A – Borinquen Trail: Puerto Rico’s Grassroots Rail-Trail

**3:00 pm – 4:00 pm**
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – Vehicle-to-Grid Technology
- Decriminalizing Transit: Re-Imagining Public Safety
- FTA Information Session
- Regional Transit Collaboration: Adventures in Climate Resiliency
- Service Tech After COVID: Connected, Automated and On-Demand
- It’s 5 O’Clock Somewhere: Rolling Happy Hour at 5 pm Local
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – What If Nobody Goes Downtown?
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – Transportation Careers in Public and Private Organizations
- Virtual Mobile Workshop Q & A – Borinquen Trail: Puerto Rico’s Grassroots Rail-Trail

**4:00 pm – 8:00 pm**
- Virtual Game: Policy Change and Community Engagement
- The Tension Between Value Capture and Community Development
- Inclusive Placemaking: Pop-ups, Play and Public Art
- Virtual Mobile Workshop Q & A – Borinquen Trail: Puerto Rico’s Grassroots Rail-Trail

**3:00 pm – 4:00 pm**
- New Rail~Volutionaries Presents: Deep Dive Discussion – Transportation Careers in Public and Private Organizations
- Virtual Mobile Workshop Q&A – Resiliency, Innovation and California’s LOSSAN Rail Corridor

**4:00 pm – 8:00 pm**
- Virtual Game: Policy Change and Community Engagement
- The Tension Between Value Capture and Community Development
- Inclusive Placemaking: Pop-ups, Play and Public Art
- Virtual Mobile Workshop Q & A – Borinquen Trail: Puerto Rico’s Grassroots Rail-Trail

**Guide to Acronyms**
- BRT = Bus Rapid Transit
- ETOD = Equitable Transit-Oriented Development
- FTA = Federal Transit Administration
- LOSSAN = Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis Obispo
- MPO = Metropolitan Planning Organization
- TOD = Transit-Oriented Development